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non-standard proposal

**Code**: 2016.004aG  
(assigned by ICTV officers)

**Title of proposal**: Modify ICVCN to allow classification of satellite nucleic acids

**Text of proposal**:

A proposal to formally classify the betasatellite and deltasatellite molecules associated with infection by some geminiviruses has recently been submitted to the ICTV (2016.021a-kP.N.v1.Tolecusatellitidae).

The International Code of Virus Classification and Nomenclature (ICVCN) would need modification to expressly permit this and to specify the word endings for genera and higher taxa.

**The current ICVCN rules 3.32 and 3.33**: 

**Viroids**  
3.32 Rules concerned with the classification of viruses shall also apply to the classification of viroids.  
3.33 The formal endings for taxa of viroids are the word "viroid" for species, the suffix "-viroid" for genera, the suffix "-viroinae" for sub-families (should this taxon be needed) and "-viroidae" for families.

**Proposed ICVCN rules 3.32 to 3.34 (additions shown in red)**: 

**Viroids and satellite nucleic acids**  
3.32 Rules concerned with the classification of viruses shall also apply to the classification of viroids and satellite nucleic acids.  
3.33 The formal endings for taxa of viroids are the word "viroid" for species, the suffix "-viroid" for genera, the suffix "-viroinae" for sub-families (should this taxon be needed) and "-viroidae" for families.  
3.34 The formal endings for taxa of satellite nucleic acids are the suffix "-satellite" for genera, the suffix "-satellitinae" for sub-families (should this taxon be needed) and "-satellitidae" for families.